Anger attacks in depressed Turkish outpatients.
Anger attacks have been described as sudden spells of anger accompanied by symptoms of autonomic activation and have been experienced by patients as uncharacteristic of them and inappropriate to the situations in which they had occurred. The aim of this study was to assess the prevalence of anger attacks in a non-Western depressed population. We also wanted to see whether depression in patients with anger attacks was qualitatively different from depression without anger attacks. The Anger Attacks Questionnaire, designed by Fava et al. to assess these attacks, was administered to 88 medication-free consecutive outpatients diagnosed as major depression according to DSM-IV criteria by two psychiatrists. The patients also were assessed by the Beck Depression Inventory, the Beck Anxiety Inventory, the Beck Hopelessness Scale, and the Spielberger's State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory. Forty-three (49%) of these patients had reported having anger attacks. The patients with anger attacks were significantly more depressed and anxious than patients without anger attacks. Anger-out and trait anger measures were significantly higher in depressed patients with anger attacks than patients without anger attacks. Patients with anger attacks also scored higher in hopelessness measure and there was a trend toward statistical significance. Our results are in line with previous literature which show, that anger attacks are prevalent in depressed patients. We also conclude that patients with anger attacks constitute a more depressed population than those without anger attacks. Severity of depression emerges as the strongest predictor of the presence of anger attacks in our study.